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Case Study: The “DUBAI VALOUR”



Case Study: The “DUBAI VALOUR”

The “DUBAI VALOUR” – operated out of Dubai

Crew: 27 Ukrainian seamen and officers

Cargo: 2 dismantled drilling rigs

Voyage: India to Sapele, Nigeria

Cargo claimant: Powerful local Chief

Claim: loss of parts of rig which were swept
overboard (value approx. US$1 million)

Chief’s demands: US$17 million or the crew
don’t leave



Case Study: The “DUBAI VALOUR”



Case study: The “DUBAI VALOUR”

 Settlement negotiated: US$3 million paid into
an escrow account in London

 Release mechanism

 The Sting - freezing injunction granted by
English Court



Combatting Fraud: Jurisdiction

Substantive Claim

Consider basis of claim:

 Tort

 Equitable relief

 Contract



Combatting Fraud: Jurisdiction

EU or EFTA Member State

 Judgments Regulation 44/2001

 Lugano Convention 2007

Non EU State

Traditional rules have various bases including:

 Service in jurisdiction or outside jurisdiction
with leave of Court

 Submission by defendant

 Tort committed/loss suffered in England



Combatting Fraud: Commencing proceedings

Commencement of Proceedings

 File claim form as soon as possible

 BUT delay may be prudent if planning “without
notice” applications

 Undertaking to Court to issue claim form asap
thereafter should suffice

 Request the Court restrict access to the
Statements of Case



Freezing Injunctions

 English proceedings

 Foreign proceedings

 English law arbitration

 Enforcement of English/foreign judgment/
award



Freezing Injunctions: Requirements

 Underlying actual or potential cause of action

 Good arguable case

 Real risk of dissipation of assets to thwart
judgment

 Assets inside or outside jurisdiction

 Justice and convenience - discretionary



Freezing Injunctions: Claimant’s obligations

Duty of full and frank disclosure

Cross-undertaking in damages, usually
supported by security



Freezing Injunctions: Third Parties

 Notification - obligation to comply

 Recovery of expenses of compliance

 Right to apply to vary or discharge, or for
directions

Worldwide injunction: standard provisions

– Does not bind third parties outside jurisdiction
unless recognised by local court

– Does not prevent third parties complying with
what reasonably believed to be obligations
under local law

– Undertaking not to enforce in foreign
jurisdiction without English Court approval



Ancillary orders: against defendant

1. Immediate disclosure of documents
and lists of assets

2. Delivery up of passport

3. Cross-examination

4. Delivery up of certain assets

5. Direct bank to disclose information

6. Seize and search



Ancillary orders: against third parties

 Third party disclosure

– Bankers’ Trust v Shapira

– Norwich Pharmacal

 Bankers’ Books Evidence Act 1879

Gagging order



Other orders

Other jurisdictions – simultaneously

 Anti-suit injunctions.



Contempt of Court

 Cross examination

Writ of sequestration

 Debarring application

 Committal



Case Study: The “DUBAI VALOUR”

English jurisdiction clause in charterparty

Owners’ claim:

 Settlement agreement made under duress

Wrongful detention of vessel and crew



Case Study: The “DUBAI VALOUR”

The Application

- Freezing injunction – USD3million ransom

- Freezing injunction – Chief’s accounts

- Bankers’ Books Evidence Act: traced account in
Germany

- Gagging orders on banks

- Anti-suit injunction

- Permission to delay service on defendant and
third parties



Case Study: The “DUBAI VALOUR”

Contempt of Court:

Obligation to give full disclosure of assets

 US$350,000 removed from the jurisdiction

 Payment of “business expenses”



Case Study: The “DUBAI VALOUR”

Judgment:

 Defence filed 17 minutes late

 Default judgment obtained

 Application to set aside

 Contempt of Court



Case Study: The “DUBAI VALOUR”

Contempt of Court:

 Cross-examination: no loss

 Sequestration

 Committal to prison - 3 months

 Debarring application

 Letter of instruction



Case Study: The “DUBAI VALOUR”

Final outcome

- Costs orders paid

- US$350,000 returned, plus US$1.5 million paid
in

- Counsel - Prime Minister’s wife

- Lost!
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 HOW DO YOU START A FLOOD?

 DECEPTION

 PERSONAL

 INTERNAL / EXTERNAL - THE INFORMATION PARADOX

 OBJECTIVES & INVESTIGATIVE OUTCOMES

 WORKING WITH THIRD PARTIES

 MARITIME FRAUD

“There are some frauds so well conducted that it would be stupidity not to be fooled
by them.”

– Charles Caleb Colton (1780 – 1832), cleric and writer

Investigation of fraud worldwide
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Basic principles

The forensic accountant

• As investigator or expert adviser

When there are suspicions of fraud a forensic accountant
may form part of a team including investigators, IT forensic
experts and lawyers.
Methodology, Evidence and Quantum

• As an expert witness

Fraud already identified or strongly suspected. Appointed by
legal team with similar role to the expert adviser but with
additional emphasis on explaining the sometimes complex
issues to the Court



How?

• Understanding the industry
• Painstaking research
• Analytical hands on approach
• Gaps, duplicates, patterns, trends and values
• Interviews in conjunction with lawyers
• The cover-up

– Usual cause of discovery
• IT forensic experts

– Data mining and anomaly detection



Some typical maritime frauds

• Theft of Cargo

• Documentary Frauds

• Fraudulent Insurance Claims

• Charterparty frauds



Alleged Scuttling claims

• A world of leaking fuel taps, oily rags and smoldering
cigarettes!

• Several cases as expert witness or adviser

• From Zinovia in 1984 to The Grecia Express in 2002

• Motive and Financial Worth



Alleged Scuttling claims - expectations

• Corporate
– Audited financial statements
– Management accounts
– Ownership structure
– Budgets and cash flow forecasts
– Capital commitments
– Banking arrangements

• Owners personal
– Property and investment portfolio
– Yachts and aircraft
– Works of art
– Other chattels



Alleged Scuttling claims - expectations

• Vessel insured value greater than market value

• Vessel on unprofitable fixture with forward market looking
worse

• Severe cash flow difficulties

• Concern from Bankers

• Mysterious ownership structure



Charterparty Fraud – an example

Company X
• Tanker fleet fixed on time charters at undervalue to

companies the ultimate beneficial owners of which were
the defendants (individuals who were senior executive
officers of Company X with control over tanker fleet)

• Defendants then entered into voyage charters with
independent third parties

• Difference retained by defendants as their profits

• Fraud on the minority?



Money trails

• Tracing the cash
– Analysis of bank statements to identify the unusual

and potentially fraudulent transactions.
– Follow the cash - electronic detection and analysis

tools
– the amounts of the transactions
– dates of transactions
– balances on the accounts at any one time
– letters of instructions & vouchers
– other relevant documentation available



Asset Tracing

• Use of accountants as sequestrators or equitable
receivers
– Bank accounts – trace assets e.g. investments
– Debtors, trace and collect
– Internet search - customers
– Land registry search – property assets
– Shipowners - Where there is a dispute over the

cargo a court appointed receiver can sell the cargo
to enable owners to receive their freight and trade
their vessel.
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THE CHAIRMAN

Sir David Steel
Commercial Arbitrator
Arbitrators at 10 Fleet Street
10 Fleet Street
London
EC4y 1AU

Email: david.steel@arb10fs.com

Telephone: 0845 2620310

Fax:  020 7042 0311

Judicial Career

Judge of the Commercial and Admiralty Courts London 1998- 2011

Judge in charge of the Commercial and Admiralty Courts 2004-2006

Chairman of European Commercial Judges Forum 2009-2011

Associate judge of the Dubai International Financial Centre 2011 -

Lloyd’s  Salvage Appeal Arbitrator 2011 -

Career at English Bar

Called to the Bar 1966

Commercial law practitioner 1968-1998

Head of chambers at 2/4 Essex Court 1995-1998

Junior counsel to the Treasury 1978-1981

Bencher of Inner Temple 1995

Also appeared in courts of Singapore, Hong Kong, Gibraltar and US.

Other Experience

Associate of Coudert Brothers New York – 1967 to 1968

Presiding Judge of the Western Circuit – 2004 to 2006

Member of panel of Lloyd’s Arbitrators – 1990 to 1998

Commissioner for Wrecks – 1990 to 1998



THE CHAIRMAN

Conducted Judicial Training in Thailand, Kazakhstan, Abu Dhabi and Dubai

Member of the Advisory Committee on Legal Education 1995 to 1998

Membership

CIArb ( Chartered Institute of Arbitrators)

SCMA (Singapore Chamber of Maritime Arbitration)

KLRCA (Kuala Lumpur Regional Centre for Arbitration)

HKIAC (Hong Kong International Arbitration Centre)

Younger Brother of Trinity House

Professional areas of interest and involvement

Shipping - Including cargo carriage, ship operation and shipbuilding.

Insurance -including underwriting, brokerage and reinsurance.

Aerospace - including carriage by air, overhaul and crash investigation.

Oil and gas - including joint ventures and pollution control.

Commodities -including trading in oil, feed and minerals.

Banking - including derivative trading, currency futures and compliance.

Disaster Investigation - including shipping and air casualties, oil pollution.

White Collar Crime

Arbitration



THE SPEAKERS

PAOLO GHIRARDANI

Paolo is a partner at Stephenson Harwood specialising in trade, insurance,
transportation and finance dispute resolution.

Paolo has a market leading international trade fraud and asset tracing practice,
where he acts for corporations and/or their insurers who have been defrauded
and are looking to recover their losses. He frequently conducts investigations
in difficult countries, often with success.

JULIAN WILKINSON – Partner Moore Stephens LLP

Julian Wilkinson is head of the Shipping Group of Moore Stephens LLP,
specialising in compliance and advisory assignments for global shipping
companies. He also leads the Moore Stephens UK forensic accounting services
team and is a member of The Academy of Experts. Julian has extensive
experience of loss of profits claims and other commercial disputes. He has
provided numerous expert reports for High Court and Arbitration proceedings
and given evidence in Court in the UK and overseas. He acted as an expert
witness in the Arkin v Borchard Lines Ltd & Ors. claim and several alleged
scuttling claims. He is a council member of the London Shipping Law Centre.”



GRAY PAGETM JAMES WILKES - BIOGRAHPY

JAMES WILKES BSc (Hons), MILT, MNI

James Wilkes is the Managing Director of Gray Page; a niche group of companies providing specialised
intelligence, investigative and crisis management services to the international shipping industry.

For the last 12 years, James has specialised in the fields of maritime intelligence and fraud investigation
and maritime security and crisis responses.

He is an expert in resolving problems that arise as a result of contractual default, corporate malpractice
and criminal activity in the shipping industry.

In December 2009, James appeared in the High Court as the expert for the defendant, Amlin Corporate
Member Ltd, in what is commonly referred to as the “BUNGA MELATI DUA” case; Masefield AG - v - Amlin
Corporate member Ltd [2010] EWHC 280 (comm).  His evidence is referred to in the Judgment of Steel, J
(18 February 2010) and in the Judgment handed down by the Court of Appeal panel (Rix, Moore-Bick and
Patten, LLJ's) on 26 January 2011: Masefield AG -v- Amlin Corporate Member Ltd [2011] EWCA Civ 24.

He is a member of the Institute of Logistics and Transport, a member of The Nautical Institute, as well as a
member of the Baltic Exchange.

James is a Freeman of the Worshipful Company of Shipwrights.

GRAY PAGETM

Gray Page is a specialist maritime intelligence, investigation and crisis management company.  The
Company helps clients solve commercial and operational problems in difficult and sensitive circumstances,
services include:

 Crime Investigation
 Defeating Third-party fraud
 Combating Employee Wrongdoing

 Claims & Litigation Support
 Lifting Corporate Veils
 Tracing Assets
 Recovering Vessels & Cargoes
 Locating Witnesses
 Tracking Vessels
 Investigative Due Diligence

 Crisis Management
 Countering Piracy
 Expert Witness
 Armed Maritime Security Provider Vetting

T. +44 (0) 1865 861 400 E. enquiries@graypage.co.uk
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